
Actions of
PACO I.A.P.

against COVID-19



We live in difficult times, the world is

going through an unprecedented event

that has claimed the lives of thousands

of people around the world.

The situation in Mexico is also delicate;

People in vulnerable situations are those

who are most exposed to the ravages of

the crisis caused by COVID-19. However,

united with love and effort we can get

ahead.

 

We can do it!



 
 

The situation of Organizations that care

for people in vulnerable situations has

been complicated; Many of our friends

have suspended or reduced their

donations, their financial situation has

been affected by the pandemic. But,

various organizations have helped us, with

financial or in-kind support. Our $10 USD

donation campaigns have helped us a lot.

 

We have not been alone



 
 

Constant hand washing

Use of antibacterial gel

Sanitation of spaces

Use of face masks

Application of sanitizing liquid at the entrance

of the institution

Use of sanitizing mat

Distribution of masks to collaborators.

Thanks to your support we have been able to

follow all the recommendations for the prevention

of COVID-19:

 

Let's take care of each other!



 
 Thanks to the support of our donors we have

faced this terrible situation.

Our support programs continue to operate.

PACO children and adolescents receive

nutritious food three times a day.

Children continue their online school activities.

The adults of "Manantial de Vida" continue

with their rehabilitation.

 

We continue with our
mission ...



 
  

 
Joining our 10 USD campaign.

Buying our delicious cookies with cause.

Making a financial contribution or a

donation in kind.

Sharing this presentation.

Following us on social networks

We know that the situation is not easy, but

your help can make a difference, you can help

PACO:

 

You can help us!



 

Promoción y Acción Comunitaria, I.A.P.

Banamex. 

Cuenta No: 6152971 Sucursal: 514. 

Clabe interbancaria:

002180051461529712.

 
 

Pronto nos volveremos a ver ...

DONATE HERE
NOW!


